
At the start of the week we spoke about Credit Suisse and the general
market concerns around the Swiss bank's financial strength. This morning
it has emerged that the bank will make an offer to repurchase up to 3
billion Swiss francs of senior debt securities, as it aims to soothe investors
concerns ahead of its strategic review later this month.
"The transactions are consistent with our proactive approach to managing
our overall liability composition and optimizing interest expense and allow
us to take advantage of market conditions to repurchase debt at attractive
prices" the firm said in its statement.
The bank has without a doubt had a long history if scandals at this stage
which have left it with a questionable reputation in the eyes of some
investors. This, added to the losses associated with the Greensill Capital,
Archegos Capital Management, and also some other parts of the business,
have led to the stock's decline.
The shares have managed to bounce over the past week, having hit an all-
time low on Monday of 3.54 Swiss francs. The rebound has brought Credit
Suisse back to 4.22 francs, and still leaves it down an alarming 52% YTD. In
terms of valuations, the shares are trading on a forward-P/E multiple of
23.1x despite the fairly volatile sell-off recently seen, and vs a 10-year
average of 10.8x. 
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Market Moves

Equities: European stock markets are extending yesterday's losses
on Friday morning, albeit the EuroStoxx50 and 600 indices are only
down by about 0.20% at the time of writing. Risk assets had a strong
start to Q4 early this week, but some slight caution is coming back
into markets now ahead of the US Non-Farm Payrolls figure this
afternoon. This data point has the potential to cause some volatility
for equity markets later today. 
Asia was broadly lower in the overnight session, although most
markets were still set for weekly gains, similar to in the west. 
The energy and technology sectors have outperformed this week,
while utilities and real estate were the laggards for the main regions.
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Commodities: Oil prices have seen a decent rally this week, with Brent
rising by 7.5% to trade at $94.60 this morning. This bounce in price was of
course spurred on by the OPEC decision to cut production quotas by 2m
barrels per day.
The White House yesterday said that no action was off the table, as they
look to respond to the supply cut in a meaningful way. Ultimately, the actual
cut to production will be less than 2m barrels, as many OPEC nations were
already producing less than their quotas before this decision.

Looking ahead: All eyes will be on the US jobs data due out at 1:30pm
today Irish time. As we discussed yesterday, the United States is expected to
have added 248k jobs during September (Non-Farm Payrolls) vs August's
315k, with an Unemployment Rate of 3.7% - in line with the previous month.
Average hourly earnings is forecast to have increased by 0.3% m/m.
Canada will also release its equivalent jobs data at the same time today.
Looking forward - the highlights of next week will include UK GDP and the
latest Fed meeting minutes on Wednesday, US CPI inflation on Thursday,
followed by Chinese CPI and US Retail Sales on Friday.

Safe-havens: Both the dollar and bond yields have been kept on an
upward trajectory, as the Fed shows no serious signs of deviating
from a raise-and-hold strategy. This has led to the tightest financial
conditions since the pandemic crash and also to massive fund flows
towards the world's reserve currency. The Dollar has gained almost
14% this year vs Euro, and over 17% against Sterling.

South Korean multinational electronics firm Samsung has today flagged a
worse than expected 32% fall in its quarterly operating earnings, as an
economic downturn damaged demand for its electronic devices and the
memory chips that go in them. The company's memory chip shipments
likely came in below already downgraded expectations and prices could
fall further this quarter, according to analysts covering the stock.
Estimated profit for the third quarter dropped to 10.8 trillion Korean won
($7.67b equivalent), which would be Samsung's first year-on-year decline
in almost three years. This figure is also 8.5% below the 11.8 trillion won
estimate from Refinitiv. 
Samsung will release a full earnings statement on October 27th, when
executives will also provide briefings for the media.
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